American organizations to endorse Proposition 16, last year's failed ballot initiative to ban affirmative action in admissions. As for the Asian-American community, which is itself highly diverse, it is far from monolithic in its reaction. On one side, there are left-leaning outfits such as Stop AAPI Hate, which has seen a dramatic increase in hate crimes attributed to anti-Asian sentiment.

Mr. Elliot's crime is an even tougher fit for the white-supremacy narrative because the 38-year-old attacker is African-American. What makes him particularly embarrassing is that his example raises the larger issue of black-on-Asian crime, which the narrative's authors have been quick to suppress or ignore. Right-wing media outlets, such as Fox News, and some prominent conservatives such as former Senator Jeff Flake have all been guilty of this.

This writer has seen this narrative play out before. In 2019, this newspaper ran an editorial piece about the Atlanta shooter, who confesses to gunning down eight people, including six women of Asian descent. The headline was, "We&rsquo;re in the midst of a new race war, but that&rsquo;s not what&rsquo;s going on in Atlanta.&rdquo; The editorial went on to argue that the attacks were the product of both hate and anger, and not necessarily a sign of white supremacy.

The story was met with a backlash from white supremacists, who saw it as an attempt to suppress their narrative. As the article noted, the shooter was white and his victims were all Asian. The narrative of white supremacy was thus reinforced, as it dovetailed with the attacks. In the end, the narrative failed to match the facts, but it was still able to spread.

The narrative of white supremacy is a powerful one, and it is one that the left is desperate to suppress or ignore. It is a narrative that is designed to divide and conquer, to pit one group against another. It is a narrative that is designed to stunt progress and prevent change.

However, it is a narrative that is also one that can be effectively countered. By providing a counter-narrative that is based on facts and evidence, it is possible to undermine the narrative of white supremacy. This is why it is so important for American organizations to endorse Proposition 16.
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